
   

 

 CITY COUNCIL  10B 
  REPORT  

  
 

 
DATE: MARCH 5, 2019 
 
TO:  MAYOR AND COUNCIL MEMBERS 
 
FROM: MICHELLE FITZER, CITY MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: DISCUSSION AND DIRECTION REGARDING THE WEST CONTRA 

COSTA INTEGRATED WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY JOINT 
EXERCISE OF POWERS AGREEMENT UPDATE 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the City Council discuss the status of the West Contra Costa 
Integrated Waste Management Authority (WCCIWMA/Recycle More) Joint Exercise 
of Powers Agreement (JEPA) update and provide direction to staff. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
WCCIWMA is a Joint Powers Authority made up of the cities of Pinole, Hercules, 
San Pablo, El Cerrito, and Richmond whose primary tasks are Post-Collection 
Agreement oversight, compliance with State regulatory requirements regarding 
diversion of solid waste, recycling, and household hazardous waste (HHW), and 
related programs in support of said diversion.  Contra Costa County is also a 
participant in some aspects of the Authority, but is not a voting member agency. 
 
For many years the WCCIWMA Board and respective City staff have been working 
on updating the governing document for the Authority – the JEPA.  There have been 
several issues that have caused the discussions to go on for so long. However, 
since July 2017 the City Managers have been working with WCCIWMA staff to 
develop a framework for core services of the Authority and amendments to the 
governance structure.  In December 2017 the City Managers jointly presented 
preliminary recommendations, which were finalized and approved by the WCCIWMA 
Board in January 2018 (Attachment A).  A key component to the recommendations 
was Board voting to reflect one (1) voting representative per member agency.  To 
address the concerns of Richmond relative to this equal voting and the impacts on 
financial decisions, the City Managers agreed to unanimous vote requirements for 
several items including rate setting.  To also address a Richmond interest, the 
withdrawal procedures were significantly simplified. 
 
Final work to craft the draft JEPA then took place starting in January 2018.  In May 
2018 the member agencies received an amended JEPA draft that did not simply 
incorporate the City Manager’s recommendations.  Instead changes were made to 
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reflect additional feedback from the City of Richmond that the other member 
agencies had never received.  Again, the member agencies and the City Managers 
began meeting to review the revised draft JEPA.  Over the next several months a 
collaborative effort took place among the City Managers to develop a draft JEPA we 
could all recommend to the WCCIWMA Board. 
 
On August 23, 2018 representatives from Pinole, Hercules, San Pablo and 
Richmond met with the WCCIWMA Executive Director, Stan Hakes.  Then 
Richmond City Manager Bill Lindsey had prepared a matrix of the final changes 
proposed to Section 15 of the document, Withdrawal, and Richmond’s concerns or 
interests.  The participants went line by line and agreed on wording for everything 
except the Disbursement of Unallocated Funds Upon Withdrawal.  On this topic, the 
participants agreed to the intent of the section, but requested that the WCCIWMA 
legal counsel put the final touches on the wording (see Attachment B).  
Unfortunately, subsequent to this August meeting the Richmond City Manager 
retired. 
 
In December 2018 the incoming Richmond City Manager Carols Martinez notified 
Executive Director Hakes that Richmond wished to retain their three (3) voting Board 
members or have a weighted voting system that provided them with forty-three 
percent (43%) of the vote, essentially retaining a vote equal to their current three 
votes.  Subsequently, the City Managers met another two times – once before the 
January 2019 WCCIWMA Board meeting and once after.  The dialogue at both 
meetings included the thoughts of the smaller cities relative to the concessions 
provided to achieve the equal voting standard.  It was reiterated at both meetings 
that this was a key issue for the small cities, as had been stated in letters from 
Pinole, Hercules and San Pablo City Managers to Executive Director Hakes in 
advance of the January Board meeting (see Attachment C).   
 
At the conclusion of the second meeting on February 7th, it was agreed that Mr. 
Martinez would bring an item to the Richmond City Council for direction.  That item 
appeared on their February 26th agenda.  The agenda materials are attached as 
Attachment D.  From the staff report it appears two options were considered:  1) 
Remain in WCCIWMA if the Agreement attains certain “key points of equity”; or 2) 
Initiate a transition plan for future consideration (withdrawal from WCCIWMA).  
Mayor Murray attended the February 26th Richmond City Council meeting and can 
provide a verbal report as to the discussion and direction to staff.  Mayor Murray can 
also provide the history of the JEPA update discussions at the WCCIWMA Board 
meetings over the past several years. 
 
REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 
 
It is appropriate to bring this item forward to the full Council for discussion at this 
time.  Mayor Murray has been reporting out on the progress of this matter 
periodically under Mayor and Council member’s reports.  I have also been keeping 
the Council informed of the City Manager’s meetings progress.  However, given the 
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direction that Richmond’s participation has taken in the discussions of the JEPA, 
Pinole City Council direction to staff will now be required. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
 
There is no direct fiscal impact at this time.  Should any of the WCCIWMA member 
agencies leave there could be a negative impact to the ratepayers of the remaining 
jurisdictions. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
ATTACHMENT A – December 2017 City Managers Recommendations to the 

WCCIWMA Board 
 
ATTACHMENT B – Summary Notes of City Managers August 23, 2018 Meeting 
 
ATTACHMENT C – January 2019 Letters from Pinole, Hercules and San Pablo 
 
ATTACHMENT D – Richmond February 28, 2019 Staff Report and Attachments 
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City Managers JEPA Meeting 8/23/18

15.1 A member may withdraw from the Authority subject to the 
following provisions: 

a) Notice of Withdrawal.  A member withdrawing from the
Authority shall provide notice by submittal to the Board of a
resolution adopted by its governing body setting forth its intent
to withdraw.  The effective date of the withdrawal shall be no
sooner than one hundred eighty (180) days following submittal
of the resolution.

b) Obligations Prior to Effective Date of Withdrawal.  The
members acknowledge that a member withdrawing from the
Authority must agree to pay to the Authority its Pro Rata share
of Allocated Funds.  If the withdrawing member has not paid the
Authority its obligations under this section the amount due shall
be deducted from any amount payable to the member under
Section 15.2 below.

c) Definition of Terms.
i. “Pro Rata Share” shall mean the percentage that the

withdrawing member contributes to the Authority
budget, based on the withdrawing member waste
tonnage divided by the total Authority waste tonnage.

ii. “Allocated Funds”
1. Allocated Funds shall include all of the Authority’s

existing debts, financial obligations, and liabilities
incurred, earned, or expected to be earned by the
date of withdrawal.
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2. PERS UAL and OPEB Reserve Funds are
“allocated” and not available for disbursement to
any withdrawing member agency.

3. The Operating Budget for the fiscal year in which a
notice of withdrawal is provided.

4. All reserve funds established pursuant to the
adopted Reserve Policy.

iii. “Unallocated Funds” shall mean reserve funds that
are not allocated. 1

15.2  Disbursement of Unallocated Funds Upon Withdrawal. 

a) Within ninety (90) days following receipt of a members’
notice of withdrawal, the Authority shall provide an
accounting of the Allocated and Unallocated Funds of the
Authority, including the calculation of pro-rata share.

b) After subtracting the financial obligations as described in
section 15.1(b),  remaining Operating Fund Reserves and
Recycling Fund Reserves are “unallocated” and the excess
amount of these unallocated reserves (as defined in c below)
would be disbursed upon withdrawal.

c) The “excess and unallocated” reserves would be those funds
above the reserve amounts consistent with the principles
outlined in the adopted Reserve Policy.  A percentage of the
“excess and unallocated” reserves above the target amounts
as defined in the Reserve Policy would be disbursed to the
withdrawing agency, based on their pro-rate share as
defined in Section 15.1(c).

1 Review and potentially remove the Recycling Fund from the JEPA 

Comment [MF1]: The intent here is to capture 
that a withdrawing member is entitled to their pro-
rata share of all reserve funds, after the reserve 
balances are adjusted to meet the target ratio in the 
Reserve Policy.  For example, the Operating Reserve 
target of 67% of $1 million is $670,000.  If the 
adjusted target is now 67% of $500,000 the new 
“allocated reserve” would be $335,000.  Therefore, 
any amount above $335,000 in the Operating 
Reserve is available for distribution based on the 
pro-rata share.  Same concept applies to the 
Recycling Reserve.  Kent, please review this section 
and modify the proposed language to legally comply 
with this intent.   



15.3  Obligations Following Effective Date of Withdrawal.  A member 
which has withdrawn from the Authority shall not be liable for the 
payment of Authority expenses accruing beyond the withdrawal date, 
and shall have no right to reimbursement of any assets or monies of 
the Authority following satisfaction of the terms of the JEPA payment 
of Unallocated Funds. 

2. Future JEPA Amendment-  Would require majority vote of the
Board of Directors and unanimous approval of member agency
governing bodies.

3. JEPA Sections on Future Facilities- Sections 5.3 (b) and 5.3 (d)
would remain. Section 5.3(b) would allow acquiring, constructing,
etc.  a facility.  Section 5.3 (d) would allow bond financing for a
facility. Section 5.3 (c) on eminent domain would be removed from
JEPA.

Facilities would be approved on an “opt-in” basis. First, at least a
majority of the Board would have to approve pursuing the Facility.
Those member agencies choosing to “opt- in” would participate in
the facility, have the benefits of using the facility, would pay for
costs, and would have all financial and other liability.  The
governing body of where the facility would be located (host
community) must approve the facility, and may use their rights
under Government Code Section (insert eminent domain code
section here).

4. Unanimous vote of the Board to allow Authority to require
Members to pay pass through fees. A Board unanimous vote
would be required to allow the Authority to require Members to
pass through fees under circumstances where the revenue
received from the Approved Rates is not available or inadequate
or when such amounts are not paid to the owner or operator of the
Approved Facility.



5. Penalties to be allocated based on solid waste tonnage.
Penalties assessed by CalRecycle to be apportioned by the
aggregated solid waste tons generated by each Member, and not
on an equal share.

6. El Cerrito Compensation and HHW Budget - Any member agency
with a separate Post-Collection Agreement would pay their portion
of Authority budget based on aggregated solid waste tonnage. Any
member agency with a separate Post-Collection Agreement would
pay their share of HHW program costs through an allocation based
on aggregated solid waste tonnage.

7. Financial Liability when a member agency does not vote in favor of
a Board action  - A member agency which does not vote in favor of
a Board financial liability action is still responsible for their share of
the financial liability of the action.

8. Member city designated under government code 6509- Designate
San Pablo. San Pablo and Hercules both have $50,000 contract
limit (compared to $45,000 in Pinole). City Managers felt (of the
three) that San Pablo has the most up to date financial, personnel
and administrative policies. Also, San Pablo is now updating their
purchasing policy.

9. City Managers agreed to delegate to Regional staff group to work
with Authority staff on about 20-25 other smaller issues, involving
clarification and easy to resolve issues.

10. Next JEPA draft would be an administrative draft- to be
reviewed and potentially revised by City Managers prior to 
distribution to Board, regional staff, city attorneys.  
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 City of Hercules 
 111 Civic Drive, Hercules, California 94547 
 (510) 799-8200     www.ci.Hercules.ca.us 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 

CITY MANAGER 
January 15, 2019 
 
Mr. Stan Hales 
Executive Director 
WCCIWMA/RecycleMore 
1 Alvarado Square 
San Pablo, CA 94806 
 
I understand that you are planning to provide your Board with an update on the proposed Joint Exercise 
of Powers Agreement amendment later this month.  Unfortunately, a recent meeting of the five West 
County City Managers was not able to resolve the issues raised by the City of Richmond.  
 
The purpose of this letter is outline the City of Hercules’ current position on the matter. 
 
The City of Hercules remains willing to proceed with the JEPA Amendment as provided for in the City 
Manager’s Framework from August 2018, with possible clarification to the financial provisions upon 
withdrawal as requested by Richmond. However, we are not able to entertain the proposed JEPA 
Amendment without the governance changes previously agreed to by the City Managers and as reflected 
in the August 2018 Framework.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
David Biggs 
City Manager 
 
xc: Mayor & City Council 
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 AGENDA REPORT 
 

CITY MANAGER’S OFFICE 
 
DATE: February 26, 2019 
 
TO: Mayor Butt and Members of the City Council 
 
FROM: Carlos Martinez, City Manager 
 Shasa Curl, Economic and Community Development Director 
 
SUBJECT: RECYCLEMORE JOINT EXERCISE of POWERS AGREEMENT VOTING 

STRUCTURE 
 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE: 
 
The West Contra Costa Integrated Waste Management Authority (“RecycleMore”) is a joint 
powers authority (JPA) charged with overseeing the post-collection processing of solid 
waste, recycling, and green waste materials. At the beginning of 2016, RecycleMore led the 
process to restate and revise the agency’s governing agreement known as the Joint 
Exercise of Powers Agreement (“Agreement”). City staff is seeking City Council direction on 
the proposed reduction of Richmond’s weighted vote in the draft Agreement. 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION: 
 
RECEIVE a presentation and provide DIRECTION to the City Manager on the voting 
structure for the RecycleMore Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACT: 
 
There is no financial impact to the City’s General Fund. 
 
Richmond ratepayers contribute approximately 57 percent of RecycleMore’s operating 
budget and total revenue collected for post-collection services.  
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
Background 
 
The City of Richmond’s solid waste and recycling services are provided by two agreements 
with Republic Services: 1) a collection franchise agreement managed by the City of 
Richmond; and 2) a post-collection agreement managed by RecycleMore. The post-
collection agreement includes recyclables processing, composting, operation of a 
Household Hazardous Waste facility, and the transfer, transportation, and disposal of solid 
waste. Both the collection and post-collection agreements end in 2025. 
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RecycleMore was formed in 1991 to finance the construction of a regional recycling facility 
known as the Integrated Resource Recovery Facility (“Recycling Facility”) and meet State 
recycling mandates. The original Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (“Agreement”) was 
developed with respect to the agency’s financial obligations, and was intended to serve as 
the governing agreement until the bonds were fully repaid on December 31, 2013. 
RecycleMore has provided benefits to member cities by meeting State recycling mandates, 
providing household hazardous waste recycling programs, and leading an updated post-
collection agreement that expanded food scrap recycling services. 
 
In December 2015, the RecycleMore Board of Directors directed RecycleMore staff to draft 
an updated Agreement that would reflect the Agency’s new role after the Recycling Facility 
construction bond repayment, update the withdrawal process for member cities, and include 
opportunities for Contra Costa County to join as an official member. The first workshop to 
receive input on the Agreement update was held April 2016, and since that time, there have 
been numerous workshops, Board Meetings, and recommendations to aid in the revision of 
the Agreement. Throughout the update process, Richmond Board Directors have 
consistently conveyed requests for equitable policies that recognize Richmond’s financial 
contribution to the JPA, and Richmond’s environmental and health burdens attributed to 
hosting the regional solid waste facilities. 
 
On December 23, 2016, Richmond’s City Manager, as directed by the Richmond City 
Council, sent a letter stating grievances with the November 2017 version of the Agreement 
and giving notice of intent to withdraw if Richmond’s requests were not satisfactorily 
addressed (Attachment 1). In an effort to support the Agreement revision process, City 
Managers from each of the RecycleMore member cities formed a working group to develop 
a RecycleMore framework (Attachment 2) for Board consideration. On January 18, 2018, 
the City Managers presented their recommended framework (“framework”) to the 
RecycleMore Board and the RecycleMore Board voted to incorporate it into the Agreement 
update. 
 
The intent of the City Manager’s framework was to focus RecycleMore on core programs, 
services, and projects, “Core Services” that would increase diversion to meet State 
mandates, improve quality of service, and effectively manage rates and the post-collection 
agreement. The Framework aimed to avoid non-core programs, services, and projects (non-
core services) unless there was unanimous agreement between RecycleMore directors. In 
addition, this Framework included a reduction in Richmond’s voting powers to assuage 
concerns from smaller cities. Richmond’s previous City Manager agreed in concept to the 
Framework; however, agreement was dependent on adequately and satisfactorily 
incorporating all elements of the City Manager’s Framework and addressing Richmond’s 
request for equitable policies. At the end of August 2018, the City Managers and JPA failed 
to broker a deal on the previous Framework. 
 
Since then, the City of Richmond’s leadership has changed and Richmond’s current 
leadership has determined that the proposed reduction in Richmond’s voting representation 
is not in the City’s best interest. The City is not obligated to continue negotiating a deal to 
reduce Richmond’s voting representation on the Board. 
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City Managers JEPA Issues 
 
The principal Agreement issues that remain unresolved include: 1) voting; and 2) withdrawal. 
The other member agencies request Richmond reduce its representation on the board to one 
unweighted vote, equivalent to 20 percent (1 Richmond board member divided by 5 total 
members) and consider it a “deal breaker” if Richmond does not agree to one unweighted vote. 
Richmond requests a clear and reasonable withdrawal policy, and fair disbursement of reserve 
funds upon withdrawal. 
 
Richmond’s current voting percentage is 43% (3 Richmond board members divided by 7 
total members), and is supported ideally by all three board member’s attendance. 
Richmond’s proportional representation on the RecycleMore Board was established to 
reflect Richmond’s significant population and rate base compared to other member cities. 
The Richmond community hosts the region’s solid waste facilities; provides more than 50 
percent of RecycleMore’s budget; and incurs the most economic, health, and infrastructure 
impacts from solid waste operations. It is common practice for members of regional 
agencies to have weighted voting. 
 
Richmond City staff recommends that the City Council direct the City Manager to pursue two 
options presented below.  
 
Option 1: Remain in the JPA if the Agreement attains the following three key points of 
equity: 
 

1) Maintain Richmond’s weighted voting to include: 
a. “MCE model” (explanation stated below) 

• 1 Director equivalent to 3 votes; or 
b. Status quo with 3 Directors. 

2) Update the withdrawal language to allow member agencies to leave the agency 
and request ratepayer contributed funds proportionally and fairly. 

3) Focus JPA programs on the following: 
• Household Hazardous Waste Programs 
• Compliance with State laws 

§ Prepare and submit annual reports to Cal Recycle 
§ Remain in compliance with AB 939 and associated diversion mandates. 
§ Implement and remain in compliance with AB 341 (mandatory commercial 

recycling) and AB 1826 (mandatory organics collection) 
§ Implement and remain in compliance with SB 1383 

• Manage the Post-Collection Agreement 
• Set Post-Collection Rates 
• Outreach and Education 
• Legislative Updates 
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The “MCE model” would utilize the voting model adopted in the MCE JPA as stated below. 
 
Summary (example) of voting percentage calculation: 

1. (1/total Number of Directors)/multiplied by 50 AND (10 percent for each member city) 
2. (Jurisdiction Annual Solid Waste Tonnage/JEPA Total Annual Solid Waste Tonnage) 

multiplied by 50 (Approximately 29.3 percent for Richmond) 
The sum of the above is equivalent to: 10% + 29.3% = 39.3% for Richmond’s weighted 
voting. 

 
Option 2: If there is no agreement between the member cities, then RecycleMore and 
the City of Richmond should initiate a transition plan for future consideration. 
 
The Member Agencies’ contributions to RecycleMore were reported in the April 6, 2017 
Financial Impact and Disposal/Diversion Report by R3 Consultants. The report concluded 
that Richmond ratepayers contribute a net $916,318 annually to the RecycleMore budget. If 
Richmond were to withdraw, it would receive an estimated $916,318 annually to manage 
the Post-Collection Agreement and provide related recycling services. The following findings 
summarize the subsidies and contributions from RecycleMore budget and Richmond’s 
ratebase: 
 
• Richmond ratepayers contribute $515,000 of RecycleMore’s $991,000 annual budget. 
• Richmond ratepayers contribute $508,531 of RecycleMore’s $978,607 HHW budget. 

§ R3 estimates our participation costs are $382,981 annually, with a net annual 
variance of $125,464 (the variance is due to the Richmond’s lower participation 
at the HHW facility and revenues generated from solid waste tonnage). 

• Richmond ratepayers contribute an annual rate subsidy of $315,854 to other JPA cities 
(Richmond has a higher industrial and commercial ratepayer base). 

• It is important to note that Richmond ratepayers benefit from approximately $40,000 of 
recycling revenues generated by other participating cities. 

 
It is important to consider Richmond’s responsibility and obligation to contribute to 
retirement obligations. RecycleMore Board has recently appropriated significant funding 
from the reserves to address the CalPERS Unfunded Accrued Liability and Other Post-
Employment Benefit liabilities. More information still needs to be analyzed on future 
liabilities if Richmond were to withdraw. 
 
Additionally, household hazardous waste costs in the post-collection agreement are 
aggregated regionally with all RecycleMore cities. Richmond has reached out to Republic 
Services to provide feedback on the April 6, 2017 Financial Impact and Disposal/Diversion 
Report by R3 Consultants to determine how Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) costs and 
services may be affected by withdrawal. City staff will continue to evaluate all potential 
financial obligations and clarify cost changes if the City were to withdraw from RecycleMore. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
 

1. City Manager Letter to RecycleMore 12-23-16 

2. City Managers’ Recommendation 12-5-17 
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